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UNIT I. CIVIL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
1. Read the text below and decide which word from the box best fits each
space.
environmentally focused engineers; transportation engineers; a construction
site; water resources engineers
Civil Engineering
Civil engineering is broad in itself; it is broken up into five major
sections, structure, transportation, environmental, water resources, and
construction. The structural aspect involves the construction of bridges,
dams, building, tunnels, and more. A critical part of their job is to choose the
right materials that will allow for a safe and stable structure.
1) ________ are more concerned with the safe and efficient travel.
They design highways, streets, and mass transit systems.
2) ________ deal with the elimination of air, water, and land pollution.
As a result they are usually involved in water treatment facilities, sewage
treatment plants, and air quality control programs.
3) _________ work to make water readily available to the public. They
work with water delivery systems and evaluate potential new water sources.
Construction engineers are typically in charge of 4) _________ from
start to finish. They are responsible for things such as construction cost,
personnel and equipment needs, and supervising the construction.

Fig. 1
4

2. Translate the extract into Russian.
Civil engineering is a professional engineering discipline that deals
with the design, construction, and maintenance of the physical and naturally
built environment, including works like roads, bridges, canals, dams, and
buildings.
Civil engineering is the oldest engineering discipline after military
engineering, and it was defined to distinguish non-military engineering from
military engineering. It is traditionally broken into several sub-disciplines
including environmental engineering, geotechnical engineering, geophysics,
geodesy, control engineering, structural engineering, transportation
engineering, earth science, atmospheric sciences, forensic engineering,
municipal or urban engineering, water resources engineering, materials
engineering, offshore engineering, quantity surveying, coastal engineering,
surveying, and construction engineering.
Civil engineering takes place on all levels: in the public sector from
municipal through to national governments, and in the private sector from
individual homeowners through to international companies.
3. Answer the following questions.
1. What do you know about civil engineering?
2. Do you know any sub-disciplines of non-military engineering?
3. What does «forensic engineering» mean?
4. Translate the following words. Make up your own sentences with them
on the topic of the text.
To deal with; design; maintenance; to distinguish; sub-disciplines; public
sector; private sector; environment; to include; civil engineering.
5. Read the text below and give Russian equivalents for the following
English word combinations.
To make a product; to provide a service; to increase productivity;
management of people; to maximize efficiency; product requirements; to
meet the requirements; management control systems; to ensure product
quality; to promote worksite; to evaluate hazardous conditions.
5

Industrial Engineering
Industrial engineers determine the most effective ways to use the basic
factors of production—people, machines, materials, information, and
energy—to make a product or provide a service.
They are concerned primarily with increasing productivity through the
management of people, methods of business organization, and technology.
To maximize efficiency, industrial engineers study product
requirements carefully and then design manufacturing and information
systems to meet those requirements with the help of mathematical methods
and models.
They develop management control systems to aid in financial planning
and cost analysis, and they design production planning and control systems to
coordinate activities and ensure product quality.
They also design or improve systems for the physical distribution of
goods and services and determine the most efficient plant locations.
Industrial engineers develop wage and salary administration systems and job
evaluation programs. Many industrial engineers move into management
positions because the work is closely related to the work of managers.
The work of health and safety engineers is similar to that of industrial
engineers in that they deal with the entire production process. Health and
safety engineers promote worksite or product safety and health by applying
knowledge of industrial processes, as well as mechanical, chemical, and
psychological principles. They must be able to anticipate, recognize, and
evaluate hazardous conditions as well as develop hazard control methods.
They also must be familiar with the application of health and safety
regulations.
6. Write a brief report on famous and the most interesting structures all
over the world, their designers and constructers, some interesting facts
about their life.
7. Prepare an oral presentation about your future profession using the
previous texts.
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UNIT II. TYPES OF BUILDINGS
1. Work in pairs. Try to answer the following questions.
1. What are two main types of buildings?
2. How do you think the buildings can be divided in terms of the material
used?
3. What building materials do you know?
2. Read the text and put the paragraphs 1–5 in the correct order. Then read
it again and check if your answers were correct.
Some Facts about Buildings
(1) The floors divide a building into stories. They may be either of timber,
or in brick buildings, of reinforced concrete details of big and small sizes.
The coverings or upper part of buildings keep out rain and wind and preserve
the interior from exposure to weather. They are called roofs. They tie the
walls and give strength and firmness to the construction.
(2) Careful consideration must be given to the amount of money which is
to be spent in building the house. An estimate depending upon the design of
the building must be calculated after which work on the building can be
started.
(3) As far as material is concerned buildings can be divided into brick,
wood, concrete and steel buildings. Brick is an artificial building material
made of clay which is then burnt for hardening. Natural stone is used for
footings and foundations, for external walls carrying the load. Buildings
made of stone are durable and fire-resisting.
(4) Every building must have a beautiful appearance. The interior should
be planned to meet the requirements of the occupants while the exterior must
be simple. Every building should be provided with water, electricity,
ventilation and heating systems. The water supply and sewerage systems are
called plumbing.
(5) The buildings erected nowadays can be divided into two general
classes: buildings for housing and industrial buildings.
7

3. Answer the following questions
1. What two general classes of buildings do you know?
2. What kinds of buildings as far as material is concerned are described in the
text?
3. What building materials are mentioned in the text?
4. What are the functions of roofs and floors?
5. What can you say about the interior and exterior of the building?
6. What should every building be provided with?
7. What is plumbing?
8. What else must be taken into consideration?
4. Translate the following sentences paying attention to the gerunds.
1. Cutting stones and timber became possible with the invention of tools. 2.
Building of skyscrapers was started in the 19th century. 3. By using industrial
methods construction may be considerably increased. 4. Erecting tall
buildings without using building mechanisms in now unthinkable. 5. The use
of fine tools resulted in developing building methods. 6. Methods of
designing structures are changing. 7. Up-to-date building is based upon using
industrial methods of work. 8. Due to introducing mechanical aids labour
productivity increased greatly.
5. Translate the following words and word combinations using a dictionary.
Domestic, educational, industrial, office buildings, conditions, suitability,
adaptability, residential construction, apartment house, urban conditions,
technique of construction, to influence, housing programs, modular
designing, interchangeability, a unit, recreational.
6. Read and translate the text. Six sentences have been removed from the text.
Choose from sentences, (A-G), the one that best fits each gap (1-6) to
complete the text. There is one extra sentence you do not need to use.
A. Group housing provides home for many families and is at once public and
private.
B. Reinforced concrete homes are produced by a variety of construction
methods.
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C. Techniques evolve rapidly when economic requirements suggest new
expressive forms or when the conception of new forms demands new
procedures.
D. The types of buildings may be domestic, educational, office, industrial,
recreational, etc.
E. Windows and doors, once made and fitted by carpenters at the site now
arrive from a factory fitted and finished with hardware and glass, ready to be
set in place.
F. The built-in space of an apartment should be carefully thought of as well.
G. the stability and permanence of its construction
Types of Buildings
Types of buildings depend upon social formations and may be
classified according to the role in the community. (1) _____D_____
The type and the function of a building govern its design, building
materials and techniques. But the common and necessary conditions are:
first, its suitability to use by human beings in general and its adaptability to
particular human activities, and second, (2) __________.
Speaking of residential construction we must say that the apartment
houses are mostly built to suit urban conditions. (3) ___________. The
techniques of construction or the methods by which structures are formed
from particular materials are influenced not only by the availability and
character of materials but also by the total technological development of
society.
The evolution of techniques is conditioned by two factors: one is
economic—the search for a maximum of stability and durability in building
with a minimum of materials, labor and time: the other is expressive — the
desire to produce meaningful form. (4) ___________
Large housing programs have tended to stimulate technological change
in the building industry. Craft operations at the building site are being
replaced by mechanized operations at the factory and houses are increasingly
becoming assemblages of factory-made elements. (5) _________ Modular
design (i.e. design in which the elements are dimensioned in combinations of
a fixed unit) has led to standardization of elements, interchangeability of
9

parts and increased possibilities for mass production, with resultant
economies.
The high degree of mechanization and standardization is successfully
achieved by reinforced concrete blocks and units. (6) __________. Various
methods of constructing reinforced concrete houses involve extensive use of
large sections manufactured in heavily mechanized factories and erected at
the site.
7. Read the text again and explain the words in bold. Give their synonyms.
8. Retell the text.
UNIT III. RESIDENTIAL AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
1. Read the following text about residential and industrial buildings. Choose
from the list, A-H, the headline which best summarises each paragraph (1-8).
Translate the text.
A. The functions of industrial buildings
B. New methods of housing
C. Present-day design for residential construction
D. The advantages of reinforced concrete for modern industrial buildings
E. Building industry and National Economy
F. Employment for many people
G. Housing and the standard of living
H. Industrial buildings
Residential and Industrial Buildings
(1) _____ In technically developed countries the building industry,
comprising skilled and unskilled workers in many trades, building engineers
and architects, managerial staff and designers, employs a considerable
proportion of the available labor force.
(2) _____ Building industry including residential, public and industrial
construction holds a considerable place in the National Economy and is being
carried on a large scale. It is the largest single industry in the country. The
problems of construction have grown into major political issues in most
countries.
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(3) _____ Housing is prominent among the factors affecting the level
of living. The improvement of the housing represents a concrete and visible
rise in the general level of living. In many countries residential construction
has constituted at least 12 per cent and frequently more than 25 per cent of all
world formation.
(4) _____ The ever growing housing demands have brought to life new
methods of construction with great emphasis upon standardization, new
levels of technological advance utilizing such techniques as offsite
prefabrication, precutting, use of reinforced concrete panels and large-scale
site planning. At present, prefabricated structures and precast elements
may be classified into two principal groups—for residential houses and
industrial buildings.
(5) _____ Present-day designs for residential construction envisage all
modern amenities for a dwelling, they advocate larger, better built and better
equipped flats and houses. There is a marked improvement in the heating
and ventilating systems as well as in hot-water supply, kitchen and sanitary
fittings.
(6) _____ Industrial buildings comprise another significant type of
construction. This type of construction involves factories, laboratories, food
processing plants, mines, office buildings, stores, garages, hangars and other
storage facilities, exhibitions halls, etc.
(7) _____ Each of these functions demands its own structural solution
and techniques. But in general they may be divided into two classes
according to whether the plan must give greater attention to the size and
movement of machinery or of persons. The building techniques (by
techniques we mean building materials and methods) depend upon the types
of buildings.
(8) _____ Modern industrial buildings have demonstrated the
advantages of reinforced concrete arches, metal frames, glass walls and
prefabricated standardized mass produced parts. Steel was gradually
substituted for iron and permitted wider rooms and larger windows. Windows
can be enlarged to the extent that they constitute a large fraction of the wall
area.
2. Explain the words in bold. Give their synonyms.
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3. Match the words with their Russian equivalents. Make up your own
sentences using them.
1. standard of living
2. housing
3. managerial staff
4. prefabricated structures
5. present-day design
6. technological advance
7. offsite prefabrication
8. heating system
9. hot-water supply
10. dwelling
11. building industry
12. structural solution
13. amenities
14. machinery

a. управленческий аппарат
b. строительная промышленность
c. конструктивное решение
d. жилищное строительство
e. жизненный уровень
f. сборные конструкции
g. современное проектирование
h. система отопления
i. горячее водоснабжение
j. жилье, жилое помещение
k. комфортабельные условия, удобства
l. фабричное изготовление
m. машины и оборудование
n. технический прогресс

4. Retell the text.
5. Define the words.
To cover, structural steelwork, steel portal frame, truss, layout, floor plate,
rafter, retail buildings, configuration, long spans, lightweight structures,
ground floor level, restraint, flexible nature.
6. Match the word combinations with their meanings.
1. industrial construction
2. office buildings
3. storage facilities
4. site planning
5. advantages
6. warehouse
7. beam
8. framework
9. long span beam
10. metal cladding

a. складские помещения
b. промышленное строительство
c. планирование работ на строительной
площадке
d. балка, балансир
e. конструкция, структура
f. балка большого пролета
g. склад, оптовая база
h. преимущества
i. металлическая облицовка
j. административные здания
12

7. Read and translate the text.
Industrial Buildings: Typical Characteristics
The industrial sector covers a range of building functions and types,
including distribution centers, warehouses and small industrial units.
Industrial is a key sector for structural steelwork. Standard steel portal frame
construction dominates the sector, but other steel solutions, such as trusses,
long span beams and fabricated sections may also be used to achieve the
required long spans.
The industrial sector comprises buildings with a wide range of uses,
from out of town retail buildings and supermarkets, distribution centers and
warehouses to science parks and light industrial buildings. While these
buildings have different functions and processes occurring within the space,
their common design drivers of long spans, clear internal space and high bays
to provide highly flexible internal layouts and to maximize floor plate
efficiency result in a small range of typical structural design solutions across
the sector.
The most commonly adopted structural solution to address these
requirements is a steel portal frame. Portal frames are relatively lightweight
structures that provide large clear internal spans and flexible space. The
frame comprises columns and rafters, with localized haunches at the eaves to
minimize rafter section size and at the apex to accommodate the connection
between the rafters. Unlike other frames, the building envelope provides
restraint to the structural steelwork, resulting in a very efficient structure.
They typically include metal cladding and roofing but can accommodate
arrange of cladding materials where planning or aesthetic considerations are
important.
Steel portal frames can be constructed to a range of building heights to
provide the high eaves required for certain building functions. For example,
distribution centers typically include overhead crane age and therefore
require a clear internal height of 10m to 13m or more, while supermarkets
and warehouses are more likely to require 4m to 6m clear height depending
on the storage racking system used.
As well as being able to provide clear internal height, the flexible
nature of the space provided by a portal frame can also allow ancillary spaces
to be incorporated easily within the main structure. Both industrial buildings
13

and supermarkets will require a range of ancillary spaces from back of house
offices to welfare and storage areas to be incorporated alongside the primary
building function and in high eaves buildings it is common for these to be
situated on first floor mezzanine floor space to avoid using the more valuable
open plan spaces.
In addition to these benefits, a steel portal frame delivers a number of
other advantages in the industrial sector. In particular, the lightweight nature
of the frame can reduce the size of the required foundations and therefore the
extent of the associated excavation, substructure and ground risk. This can
be particularly beneficial on previously developed or urban sites, where
substructure costs are a significant proportion of overall building costs.
A further key requirement of the sector, particularly for retail buildings,
is speed of delivery of the building. A steel portal frame can offer program
advantages over other frame materials through both a quicker frame erection
time, as elements can be delivered to site prefabricated and tend to be similar
or repetitive, and also as noted above, potentially through reduced
construction periods for substructure due to lighter frame weights. This can
result in quicker delivery as well as reduced finance and cost of preliminaries.
While services provision is not the same issue for industrial buildings
as it is for other sectors, if required, services can be integrated by providing
openings in the webs of the rafters or alternatively using cellular beams for
the rafters. However, in most cases, there is sufficient space below the frame
to accommodate the services without compromising the operation of the
building. It is most common to see the cellular beam arrangement on out of
town retail buildings speculatively built to appeal to a range of potential
tenants or purchasers.
While steel portal frames are the typically adopted frame type for the
majority of industrial buildings, other steel solutions are available where
there are more particular requirements. For example, steel trusses can be
utilized for large distribution centers that require long spans as they can span
from 50m to 80m and provide for services distribution within their depth.
Where very long spans are required, space frames can be adopted; these are
three dimensional trusses that span in two directions, are lightweight and can
span up to 100m.
For developments that incorporate retail space on the ground floor but
commercial or residential space at upper floor levels a configuration that is
14

becoming more common in the sector as a consequence of planning policy
long span beams can be used to provide ranges of 12m to 18m and offer
relatively open plan retail space at ground floor level but also retain a grid
that is compatible with other functions above.
8. Put down the words in bold from the text in your notebook and try to
explain their meanings to your fellow-students keeping the text covered.
9. Discuss the differences between industrial and residential buildings
with your fellow-students, retell the text.
UNIT IV. PRECONSTRUCTION
1. Read and translate the text.
Preconstruction: Orientation
A building permit is issued directly to the builder and not the owner
or designer. That means from the start of construction until the final
certificate of occupancy, the area bounded by the property lines is the
direct responsibility of the builder.

Fig. 2
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These property lines are drawn from recorded legal descriptions onto
survey maps and civil engineering documents and staked out in the field by
licensed surveyors using instruments that precisely locate the corners that
will orient the construction. These corners are calculated according to sight
lines and tangents from permanent benchmarks in the area.
Site orientation. Staking the property corners is important because
anything that happens during construction, along with any equipment,
drainage, noise, smoke, dust, or debris that crosses the property boundaries
is governed by neighboring property rights and local building codes.

Fig. 3

An experienced builder then starts construction by first meeting with
neighbors and code officials to coordinate access points onto the site, staging
areas for equipment, drainage and sediment controls for storm water erosion,
and requirements for the protection of pedestrians and vehicular traffic
during construction.
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Fig. 4

These preconstruction preparations are especially important when
sidewalk and utility easements are within the property lines, and therefore
part of the jobsite, because the builder is responsible for all private and public
property damage and safety.
Code violations. Height limits and setbacks from the property lines
are set by the zoning codes that regulate land use. Even the slightest violation
of height limits or misplacement into the setbacks will be cited as a code
violation that could then trigger a stop work order, lengthy public review, and
denial of a final certificate of occupancy for the completed building.

Fig. 5
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This means the completed building must fit within a three-dimensional
box defined by the code. Liability for compliance makes it important that
the setback lines, sea level elevations, and the footprint of the foundation
be accurately located on the jobsite prior to construction. This includes the
location and dimension of fence lines, driveways, curb cuts, roof overhangs,
decks and stairs.
2. Say if the following statements are TRUE or FALSE.
1. A building permit is issued directly to the builder and the owner.
2. The owner is responsible for the area bounded by the property lines
during the whole process of construction.
3. The property lines are drawn from the zoning codes and staked out by
licensed geologists.
4. The zoning codes regulate land use and set height limits and setbacks.
5. The setback lines, sea level elevations, and the footprint of the foundation
should be located during the construction.
3. Translate the words in bold using a dictionary and try to explain them in
English. Make up your own sentences using them.
4. Translate the extract into Russian.
Preconstruction: Workpoint
As a reference during the construction, a temporary workpoint is
located somewhere on the jobsite. The workpoint is a three-dimensional
point in space that is measured parallel to the earth’s latitude and
longitudes, and vertically calculated according to sea level elevations
determined by the surveyors.

18

Fig. 6

In this way, the workpoint is available as a reference for the depth of
the excavation, corners of the foundation, height of the building’s frame, the
location and elevations of roads and driveways, and all underground utilities.
Builders also use the workpoint to
locate borings to test and analyze the strength
of the soil. These borings determine the type
of soil and its bearing capacity in order to
verify the size of the footings for buildings
with special foundation requirements.

Fig. 7

5. Translate the words in bold using a dictionary and try to explain them in
English.

19

6. Answer the questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is a workpoint?
What steps should the builder take to start the construction?
What is a workpoint used for?
How do builders use a workpoint?
What do borings determine?

7. Translate the following words and their definitions. Then, make up your
own sentences using them.

8. Read and translate the text.
Preconstruction Planning
Preconstruction planning includes the environmental impact of the
construction on neighbors, public safety, and noise-light-smoke-dust
pollution and often required as a special condition for a building permit.
Lines in space. Construction planning starts by physically transferring
the lines and dimensions shown on a set of construction drawings to the
actual real-world site conditions.

20

Fig. 8

This is done with surveying instruments designed to locate points in
space by triangulating distances from a workpoint. This workpoint is derived
from geographic monuments and acts as a three-dimensional reference during
excavation, foundation, framing, and site work.
Site Utilization Plan. The workpoint is also the basis for a site
utilization plan (SUP) drafted by the contractors. A SUP is used to think
through each phase of the construction, identifying changing work areas,
required falsework, safety concerns, site storage, environmental protection,
access controls, parking, and traffic.

Fig. 9
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The plan itself can be a rough drawing, collaborative white board
sketch, or a screen-shot from a simple three-dimensional model.

Fig. 10

The SUP is also the basis of a safety plan, startup site preparations,
marshalling, support services, storage, staging, layout areas, and clearing
and grubbing in preparation for excavation, grading, and site utilities.

Fig. 11
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Once the site is prepared, the building’s footprint is laid out from the
workpoint and used to locate soil borings to test and analyze the strength of
the soil under the foundation. These borings determine ground water,
bearing capacity, and soil type and are drilled early in the construction
process in order to identify structural changes that might affect the depth or
dimensions of the excavation.
9. Complete the sentences.
1. Preconstruction planning includes …
2. Construction planning starts by …
3. Surveying instruments are designed …
4. The workpoint is derived from … and acts as …
5. The workpoint is also …
6. A SUP is used …
7. The SUP is also …
8. The building’s footprint is used …
9. The borings determine …
10. Translate the words in bold using a dictionary and try to explain them in
English. Give their synonyms.
11. Match the words (1-12) with their definitions (a-l).Translate the words
using a dictionary, and then make up your own sentences using them.
1. borings
2. elevation
3. footprint
4. grade
5. load
6. marshalling
7. monument
8. setbacks
9. staging
10. SUP
11. total station
12. workpoint

a. surface or level of the ground surrounding the
building
b. lining up equipment, materials, and services
c. distance back from the property line
d. based on anticipated process
e. reference point for the work
f. soil samples to determine soil type and strength
g. weight or force to be supported by the soil or
structure
h. survey benchmark based on latitude and longitude
i. jobsite preparation prior to startup
j. computerized survey instrument used for layout
k. area directly under the perimeter of the building
l. vertical reference based on mean sea level
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12. Make up a short plan and retell the text using the sentences in ex. 9.
13. Read and translate the text.
Preconstruction: Health and Safety
Startup activities begin with risk assessment and safety planning for
each phase of the construction, once the workpoint and work and storage
areas are determined on the SUP.
Construction Health and Safety Plan
Skilled managers anticipate potential hazards by assessing risks for
each phase of the construction. A safety plan is then drawn to identify
challenging actions during the construction process, utility locations,
potential hazards, environmental impact, and the location of field tests to
determine soil conditions.

Fig. 12

On a large project, a safety plan manager is appointed to continually
review operational risks, maintain safe practices, assess environmental
impacts, and keep everyone on the jobsite aware of the importance of
regulating health and safety.
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Written safety plans are usually required by construction insurance
carriers and are important to document pre-emptive planning in the event
of an injury, subsequent law suit, and worker’s compensation claims
against the contractor and owners.
Startup Utilities for the Construction
Once setbacks and work areas have been generally identified, utilities
are located and marked for connection. Power is needed immediately to
construct formwork and falsework to reinforce existing structures. Water is
necessary to keep workers hydrated, dust control, and equipment wash-off.

Fig. 13
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Special concerns include overhead power lines, underground utilities,
soil contamination and containment, water and erosion, and natural
drainage patterns during construction.

Fig. 14

Field Testing
Soil tests determine bearing capacity and moisture content. Tests look
for clay that could push up on the foundation and utility lines, as well as
sandy soils that could shift or sink under the weight of backfill or the
building.

Fig. 15
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These tests are important to construction planning because they
disclose potential problems not only with the foundation for the building, but
for slump and sluff factors that may require shoring for utility trenches
and the walls of the building excavation.

Fig. 16

14. Answer the questions.
1. What do startup activities begin with?
2. What is the task of skilled managers when drawing a construction health and
safety plan?
3. What is a safety plan drawn for?
4. What duties does a safety plan manager perform on the construction site?
5. Why are safety plans so important?
6. What utilities are needed immediately to start the construction and why?
7. What do soil tests determine? What do they look for?
8. Why are soil tests so important to construction planning?
15. Translate the words in bold using a dictionary and try to explain them in
English. Give their synonyms.
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16. Match the words (1-11) with their definitions (a-k).Translate the words
using a dictionary, and then make up your own sentences using them.
1. backfill
2. bearing
3. environment
4. falsework
5. GFCI
6. MSDS
7. hazards
8. shoring
9. sluff
10. wash-off area
11. worker’s
compensation

a. scrap recycled and salvage for reuse
b. ground fault interrupters to prevent electrocution
c. falsework installed to support earthwork or other
loads
d. soil, sand, or gravel to replace excavated material
e. marked with signs or flagged prior to digging
f. cave-in, mudslide, or slumping of material or
debris
g. equipment cleaning in a contained area
h. installations made for the construction
i. wage for injury paid by the contractor
j. load or pressure on a structural member or the
earth
k. material information on safe storage, use, and
disposal

17. Make up a short plan and retell the text using the questions in ex. 14.

UNIT V. BUILDING MATERIALS
1. Read the text and put the paragraphs 1–4 in the correct order.
Building Materials
(1) We use main building materials for bearing structures, binding
materials are used for making artificial stone and for joining different planes.
We use secondary materials for the interior finish of the buildings. If the
materials do not require any technological changes in their chemical structure
they are called natural building materials. These are: stone, clay, sand, lime
and timber.
(2) The erecting of large modern buildings would not have been possible,
unless new building materials had been used. The great structures of our days
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required new methods of construction. Had not the building materials used in
the structures of the feudal period undergone great changes, no progress in
building would have been possible. As the labour of man grew more
expensive, the working out of natural stones decreased being replaced by
brick which soon came largely into use.
(3) All building materials are divided into three groups:
1. Main building materials such as rocks and artificial stones, timber
and metals.
2. Binding materials such as lime, gypsum and cements.
3. Secondary or auxiliary materials which are used for the interior parts
of the buildings.
(4) The importance of a practical knowledge of geology is quite obvious.
The engineers should be acquainted with the general structure of rocks. They
must study the manner in which any particular rock weathers in the locality
where it is to be used.
Notes:
insulate - изолировать
surfacing – покрытие
weather(v) – выветриваться, противостоять внешним воздействиям
prefabricated members - предварительно изготовленные (сборные
элементы)
2. Match the words with their Russian equivalents.
1. timber
2. lime
3. interior
4. clay
5. watertight
6. external
7. locality
8. brick
9. destruction
10. feldspar
11. resistance

a. глина
b. строевой лес, древесина
c. кирпич
d. разрушение
e. известь
f. внутренний
g. водоупорный
h. внешний
i. местность
j. сопротивление
k. полевой шпат
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3. Read and translate the text. Four sentences or parts of sentences have
been removed from the text. Choose from sentences, (A-E), the one that
best fits each gap (1-4) to complete the text. There is one extra sentence you
do not need to use.
A. These tests are important because they disclose potential problems for
slump and sluff factors.
B. Soil constructions are found in all parts of the world, though to a lesser
extent in areas of extreme rainfall.
C. a wet, plastic soil mixture, with or without additives
D. The colours can vary from ochre through red, brown, violet to black,
depending largely on the concentration of iron oxides.
E. These are highly weathered soils, which contain large, though extremely
variable, proportions of iron and aluminium oxides, as well as quartz and
other minerals.
Appropriate Building Materials
Earth, Soil, Laterite
When referring to earth or soil in building construction, both terms
mean the same material.
Mud is 1) __________, which is used to make mud bricks (adobe) or
monolithic mud walls.
Soil is the loose material that results from the transformation of the
underlying parent rock by the more or less simultaneous interaction of
climatic factors (sun, wind, rain, frost) and chemical changes, brought about
by biological agents (flora and fauna) and migration of chemical substances
through rain, evaporation, surface and underground water.
Laterite. Of the various soil types that occur in the tropics and subtropics, laterites are of special interest in conjunction with building
construction. 2) ___________. They are found abundantly in the tropics and
sub-tropics, where they generally occur just below the surface of wide
grasslands or forest clearings in regions with high rainfall. 3) ___________.
Application. 4) _____________. Buildings can consist entirely or
partially of soil, depending on the location, climate, available skills, cost and
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use of the buildings. The construction can be monolithic or made of various
components (bricks, renders, infills).
In areas where there is a large diurnal temperature variation (arid zones
or highlands) the walls and roofs are preferably thicker than in more uniform
climates (humid zones), where the need for materials of high thermal
capacity is less.
4. Read the text again and answer the questions.
1. What is mud?
2. What is soil?
3. What is the difference between soil and laterite?
4. What is the colour of laterite?
5. What factors influence the concentration of soil in soil constructions?
5. Read and translate the text.
Materials & Construction
Adobe: A sun dried brick derived from a yellow silt or clay deposited
by rivers.
Brick: A block of clay hardened by drying in the sun or burning in a
kiln. Bricks come in numerous shapes and sizes. Bricks come in numerous
densities and hardness depending on the baking process, parent material and
the material mixed with it for hardening (pebbles, hay, grass, twigs etc.).
Brick & Timber: Mud brick is different than normal bricks in that it is
made from puddled mud which is later gathered, molded and sun dried. It is
durable enough for light load bearing and can be carved fairly easily after
drying. All external walls using this material are covered with linseed oil to
help prevent weathering. This makes a poor brick in areas with extreme
weather.
Cloth and Poles (pavilion, tent): Canvas, cotton and even silk are
placed on poles to form makeshift or temporary structures. Shape and size are
limited only to the weight of the material, strength of the supporting poles
and the innovation of the builder. These do not hold up well in extreme
weather conditions.
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Earth, Rammed: Soils with high clay contents are pulverized,
moistened, and dumped into frames or formed into walls. Compaction is
created by ramming. These buildings are allowed to sun dry. Structurally
sound and weather resistant, these buildings survive for several hundred
years or more.
Felt (yurt): Similar to cloth and pole constructions, yurts use hides from
animals instead of cloth. These are generally heavier and more durable
constructions. Framing devices can be wood, iron or bone and come in many
shapes including circular, square, and hexagonal. They include tepees and all
related constructions.
Grass and Poles/Sticks (hogan, hut, shack, wickiup): Popular in very
dry areas, these constructions consist of poles and sticks interwoven with
grasses and branches to form small structures. Often times these structures
are recessed into the ground several feet or more.
Metal Sheet: Thin sheets of metal including gold, copper, bronze, steel
and aluminum or others, used for siding or roofing in architecture. This
includes corrugated metal. Sheet metal is used to protect exposed surfaces or
for aesthetic reasons, rather than load bearing.
Matting: A course fabric of rushes, grass, straw, hemp, or the like used
for wrapping, covering floors, etc.
Plaster & Board/Timber: Wooden structures are covered in a
moistened mud, clay or soil for added protection and insolation. Mud and
clay plasters are only used in drier climates.
Sod: A square or rectangular section cut or torn from the surface of
grassland containing the matted roots of grass. Used in regions where there is
little or no tree growth. Sod houses tend to be squat but solid constructions.
Stone: Limestone, marble, granite, sandstone and other durable rocks
are used for construction. These rocks are altered and polished for specific
needs and come in almost any shape imaginable. They are load baring and
durable often lasting thousands of years or more. Stone is used as facing, for
internal support and augments or is augmented by brick and timber
constructions.
Timber: The most widely used material for building. It is light, durable,
strong and easily managed. Woods range widely in density and durability.
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Wattle: Rods or stakes interwoven with twigs or tree branches. Wattle
is used for making fences, walls etc. Also refers to basket manufacturing, the
interweave. These are not very durable nor are they strong.
Wattle & Daub: The employment of wattle, mud and clay for the
construction of buildings. The mud is smeared into the wattle. Depending on
the parent material, drying conditions and density of the wattle, these can be
long lasting and fairly durable constructions.
6. Complete the sentences.
1. The mud is smeared into…
2. Wattle is used for…
3. Limestone, marble, granite, sandstone and other durable rocks are used
for…
4. Canvas, cotton and even silk are placed on poles to form…
5. Wooden structures are covered in…
7. Write down sentences using each of these words.
Timber, wattle, sod, adobe, stone, brick.
8. Work in pairs and discuss with your partner benefits and drawbacks of
each building material, their durability, weather resistance, usage,
suitability for different climates, etc.
UNIT VI. FOUNDATIONS
1. Read the text below and decide which word from the box best fits each
space.
deep foundations, foundation, support, types, ground level, loads,
excavation connection
Foundations
A 1) _________ is used to support a building or structure and transmits
loads directly to the underlying soil or rock. It must satisfy two fundamental
requirements. Firstly, it must provide an adequate factor of safety against
failure of the supporting strata. Secondly, any resulting settlement, and in
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particular differential settlement, should not be detrimental or interfere with
the function of the structure.
Foundations can be split into two main types, shallow foundations and
2)_________:
Shallow foundation
Shallow foundations are constructed relatively close to the 3)
__________. Shallow foundations can only be used where the soil at that
level is capable of adequately supporting the load. They are founded at a
minimum depth in the UK to resist damage from frost, and in cohesive soils,
for example clays, the presence of nearby trees can significantly affect the
depth of the foundation.
Shallow foundations can be sub-divided into the following main
4)_________;
• Strip foundations (footings) – a linear foundation which generally support
walls.
• Pad foundations – a discrete square or rectangular foundation supporting
columns or piers.
• Raft foundations – a large single foundation supporting a whole structure.
Shallow foundations are generally constructed using in-situ concrete
but some substructure elements can alternatively be constructed in precast
concrete in part or whole to improve speed of construction on site.
Deep foundations (excluding basement construction)
A deep foundation is used to transfer 5) ________ from a structure
above ground through upper weak strata of soil to a more competent one at
depth, beyond which shallow foundations become both impractical and
uneconomic. The most common form of deep foundation is provided by
using piles which can be categorized as either replacement or displacement.
Replacement piles
The primary systems are Contiguous Flight Auger (CFA) Piles and
Rotary Bored Piles. Piles can be installed with diameters between 300mm
and 3.0m.
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Single large diameter piles have been used on projects to 6) _________
individual columns rather than the traditional method of using a group of
smaller piles which tend to have more complex pile caps and restraint
systems. The single piles are designed assuming no restraint from the
substructure and have a simple pile cap thus increasing speed of construction.
Geo-thermal piles incorporate flexible plastic pipes within the pile
reinforcement cages. The completed concrete piles provide a conduit for the
energy derived from the ground and are used in heating and/or cooling of the
structure.
Displacement piles
These include precast concrete driven piles, steel (top or bottom) driven
piles and jack-down steel piles. The steel cased systems are filled with
concrete following installation. Precast concrete driven piles are available in
section sizes up to 350mm diameter or 400mm square.
Pile caps
At the head of the pile or pile group there is a pile cap which provides a
7) _________ between the pile and the ground slab and/or superstructure
elements (columns or walls).
Pile caps incorporating a multiple pile system comprising three or more
piles require no additional restraint. A pile cap for a single pile will require
restraint in orthogonal directions provided by either a suitable connection
with the ground slab or by ground beams. Similarly a pile cap incorporating
two piles will require restraint in only the weaker direction again by
providing either a suitable connection with the ground slab or by ground
beams.
Consideration should also be given to using piling in ground which
would ordinarily be favorable to a shallow foundation solution. There are
many reasons for this, but they include reduced 8) __________ and soil
disposal particularly in contaminated ground and this alternative solution
may also offer an increase in the speed of construction.
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2. Answer the questions.
1. Where are foundations used?
2. What are the main types of foundations?
3. What is a shallow foundation?
4. What types of shallow foundations do you know?
5. What is meant by "in-situ" concrete?
6. Where are deep foundations used?
7. What is the difference between replacement and displacement piles?
8. Do you know what is termed "pile caps"?
3. Make up a short plan and retell the text using the questions in ex. 2
UNIT VII. CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY
1. Read the following text about construction machinery. What machines
do you think are described in the text? Think of three questions you would
like to ask about, then read the text and see if you can answer them.
Construction Machinery
Certain construction machines perform a series of operations in
sequence to achieve a final objective. Depending on their function,
construction machinery can be classified into the following basic groups:
excavating, roading, drilling, pile-driving, reinforcement, roofing, and
finishing machinery, machinery for working with concrete, and machinery
for carrying out preparatory work.
Preparatory work includes loosening the soil and clearing the area of
undergrowth, trees, and rocks. It is performed by construction machines
mounted on crawler-tractor chassis, such as rippers, brush cutters, and stump
pullers, which usually have interchangeable, mounted equipment suitable to
the type of work being performed.
In earthwork, the type of machinery used depends on the nature of the
soil being worked and the type of work. The machines used include
mechanical shovels and multibucket excavators, trench diggers, singlebucket loaders, and hydromechanization equipment. Vibration rollers and
static road rollers with metal rolls and pneumatic tires are used to compact
earth in embankments and materials in roadbeds.
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Excavating machines and machinery for carrying out preparatory work
are used in road building. Specialized roading machinery is used to prepare
beds and surfaces for roads and airfields. Track machines are used in
railroad construction to lay rails and ties, fill in ballast, and straighten track.
Various types of drilling machines are used in operation when working
rocky ground, extracting nonmetallic construction materials, earth boring,
setting piles, and laying explosive charges.
Pile-driving operations for the installation of footings and foundations
are performed with pile-driving equipment, such as diesel hammers, steam
hammers, and vibratory equipment. Construction pile drivers lift the piles and
guide the pile-driving equipment during the operation.
Concrete work is performed with special machinery. Batchers and
concrete mixers prepare the concrete mix, vibrators compact the concrete,
concrete pumps deliver the mix to the site, and concrete placers receive and
distribute the mix.
Roofing work is performed by roofing machines that clean, rewind, pay
out, and paste rolled roofing material. Special, centrally located equipment
supplies mastic to a roof after mixing and heating. Special equipment is used
to remove ice deposits from roof substructures.
In finishing work, machines are used for smoothing plaster, polishing
mosaics, parquet, and paintwork, applying putty, and spraying paint.
Other types of mechanical equipment are also used in construction
work, including cranes, hoisting and conveying machines (chiefly for
assembly operations), loaders and unloaders, conveyors, trucks, tractors,
prime movers, trailers for transport operations, and various power tools.
The principal trends in improving construction machinery include
increasing the power-to-weight ratio and load-carrying capacity of
individual machines, developing new types of interchangeable equipment,
designing smaller machines (particularly for finishing operations),
introducing power tools with a variety of interchangeable attachments, and
designing machines based on unitized modular subassemblies and parts. The
last trend develops all-purpose construction machines with sets of
interchangeable equipment with increased reliability and longer service life.
2. Express the main idea of each paragraph in a single sentence in English.
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3. Are the following statements TRUE or FALSE?
1) Preparatory work includes loosening the soil and clearing the area of
undergrowth, trees, and rocks.
2) Rippers, brush cutters, and stump pullers usually do not have
interchangeable, mounted equipment.
3) In earthwork, the type of machinery used depends on weather conditions.
4) Vibration rollers and static road rollers with metal rolls and pneumatic
tires are used to clear the area of undergrowth, trees, and rocks.
5) Excavating machines and machinery for carrying out preparatory work are
used in road building.
6) Various types of drilling machines are used to prepare beds and surfaces
for roads and airfields.
7) Construction pile drivers lift the piles and guide the pile-driving equipment
during the operation.
8) Roofing work is performed by diesel hammers, steam hammers, and
vibratory equipment.
9) In finishing work, machines are used for smoothing plaster, polishing
mosaics, parquet, and paintwork, applying putty, and spraying paint.
10) The last trend develops individual machines without interchangeable
equipment.
15

4. Put down the words in bold from the text in your notebook and try to
explain their meanings.
UNIT VIII. MODERN METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION
1. Read the following text about various construction types. Before you
read and translate the text, study the vocabulary and learn the words by
heart. If you are not sure how to pronounce the word correctly, look them
up in the dictionary.
internal partition – внутренняя перегородка
timber frame – деревянная конструкция
inclement weather – неблагоприятные погодные условия
painstaking – старательный, усердный
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literally – буквально, дословно
weatherproof – защищенный от погодных условий
Construction Types
Brick and block. In modern traditionally built houses the walls are
built in two leaves. There is internal blockwork wall and the external wall
built of brick or stone. These, together with some internal partitions which
are also built of blockwork, will support the structure of the house.
Timber frame. In timber frame construction the internal structure is a
wooden frame which has been designed to support the structure of the house.
This frame is then clad by a facing material such as brick or stone, to provide
an attractive finish.
The present building regulations mean that both methods of
construction ensure that the structure is strongly supported and that adequate
provision has been made in each case for insulation and inclement weather.
Whilst both methods can provide attractive homes, the traditional
method takes longer to construct and finish as the actual building operation is
more painstaking, the houses literally being built brick by brick. In many
cases the necessity to have wet trades both externally and internally mean
that a longer time is needed to build than timber frame where the kits are
erected in a much shorter time and the internal works are drier and speedier.
Steel Framed Construction. Building in steel has been popular in the
USA and South Africa for some time and recently has been the subject of
much interest in our country. The steel framework is lightweight, strong,
weather resistant and quick to erect. Exterior panels are attached to the steel
frame and then rendered. Most of the materials are made prior to delivery on
site and thus the house can be made weatherproof very quickly.
2. Make up a plan and retell the text.
3. Work in pairs, describe the construction types mentioned in the text and
discuss with your partner benefits and drawbacks of each construction
type.
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4. Read and translate the text below. Write out or underline the main idea
in each paragraph.
Modern Methods of Construction (MMC)
The concrete industry embraces innovation and modern methods of
construction (MMC) by offering concrete solutions which can be used to
reduce construction time and promote sustainable development, as well as
offering cost savings.
Precast Flat Panel System. Floor and wall units are produced off-site
in a factory and erected on-site to form robust structures, ideal for all
repetitive cellular projects. Panels can include services, windows, doors and
finishes. Building envelope panels with factory fitted insulation and
decorative cladding can also be used as load-bearing elements. This offers
factory quality and accuracy, together with speed of erection on-site.
3D Volumetric construction (also known as modular construction)
involves the production of three-dimensional units in controlled factory
conditions prior to transportation to site.
Modules can be brought to site in a variety of forms, ranging from a
basic structure to one with all internal and external finishes and services
installed, all ready for assembly. The casting of modules uses the benefits of
factory conditions to create service-intensive units where a high degree of
repetition and a need for rapid assembly on-site make its use highly desirable.
This modern method of construction offers the inherent benefits of
concrete, such as thermal mass, sound and fire resistance, as well as offering
factory quality and accuracy, together with speed of erection on-site.
Tunnel form is a formwork system that allows the contractor to build
monolithic walls and slabs in one operation on a daily cycle. It combines the
speed, quality and accuracy of factory/offsite produced ready-mix concrete
and formwork with the flexibility and economy of cast in-situ construction.
This fast-track method of construction is suitable for repetitive cellular
projects, such as hotels, apartment blocks and student accommodation. It
offers economy, speed, quality and accuracy, as well as utilizing the inherent
benefits of concrete, such as fire and sound resistance.
Flat slabs are built quickly due to modern formwork being simplified
and minimized. Rapid turnaround is achieved using a combination of early
striking and flying formwork systems. Use of prefabricated services can be
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maximized because of the uninterrupted service zones beneath the floor slab;
so flat slab construction offers rapid overall construction, as it simplifies the
installation of services.
In addition to saving on construction time, flat slab construction also
places no restrictions on the positioning of horizontal services and partitions.
This offers considerable flexibility to the occupier, who can easily alter
internal layouts to accommodate changes in the use of the structure. Post
tensioning of flat slabs enables longer and thinner slabs, with less
reinforcement, and hence offers significant programme and labour
advantages.
Hybrid Concrete Construction (HCC) combines all the benefits of
precasting with the advantages of cast in-situ construction. Combining the
two, as a hybrid frame, results in even greater construction speed, quality and
overall economy. HCC can answer client demands for lower costs and higher
quality by providing simple, buildable and competitive structures that offer
consistent performance and quality.
Thin Joint Masonry allows the depth of the mortar to be reduced from
10mm to just 3mm or less, resulting in faster laying and improved
productivity, particularly on long runs of walling. Construction speed can be
further increased by some 13.5 per cent using large-format concrete blocks,
which have a face size equivalent to two traditional concrete blocks. The
mortar cures rapidly, achieving full bond strength within one to two hours,
eliminating the problem of 'floating' therefore enabling more courses to be
laid per day.
Insulating Concrete Formwork (ICF) systems consist of twin-walled,
expanded polystyrene panels or blocks that are quickly built up to create
formwork for the walls of a building. This formwork is then filled with
factory produced, quality assured, ready-mixed concrete to create a robust
structure. The expanded polystyrene blocks remain to provide high levels of
thermal insulation and the concrete core provides robustness and good levels
of sound insulation.
Precast Foundations. Precast concrete systems can be used to rapidly
construct foundations. The elements are usually to a bespoke design and cast
in a factory environment, giving assured quality for the finished product. The
foundations are often supported by concrete piles and connected together.
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These systems improve productivity, especially in adverse weather
conditions, and reduces the amount of excavation required - particularly
advantageous when dealing with contaminated ground.
5. Answer the following questions.
1. What modern methods of construction mentioned in the text do you know?
2. What do you know about precast flat panel system?
3. For what purposes can 3D volumetric construction be used?
4. What is the main feature of tunnel form system?
5. What are the advantages of flat slab construction?
6. What are the advantages of Hybrid Concrete Construction?
7. What is ICF?
8. Where can precast concrete systems be used?
6. Work in pairs. Describe the MMCs mentioned in the text and discuss
with your partner benefits and drawbacks of each method of construction.
7. Read the dialogue. Before you read it study the vocabulary and learn the
words by heart. If you are not sure how to pronounce the words correctly,
look them up in the dictionary.
On the Site
Vocabulary
scaffolding (the scaffold) – подмостки, строительные леса
contractor – подрядчик
window sill – подоконник, оконный слив
shutter - ставень; жалюзи
landlord - хозяин
tenant - наниматель, арендатор, съёмщик; временный владелец
cast iron - чугун
banister - балясина, стойка перил, перила
meter - счётчик
marble - мрамор
a grand view (a fine view) – отличный вид (из окна)
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Mr. B: Here we are. Look, they're putting up the scaffolding. That means
they'll soon be laying the bricks.
Mr. A: Are you paying those workmen?
Mr. B: No; of course they belong to the contractor, and he gets his orders
from the architect.
Mr. A: So you don't have anything to do with buying the materials?
Mr. B: No, that's the job of the architect. I only know how much the whole
thing will cost.
Mr. A: And how much will it be?
Mr. B: Oh, not very much.
Mr. A: All right. Have it your own way. I suppose you can afford it.
Mr. B: Yes, I've made a bit of money lately and this seems a good way of
spending it.
Mr. A: You're lucky. I wish I were in your shoes. How many rooms will
there be?
Mr. B: Come and see. This'll be the dining-room; that’s the sitting-room;
here's the study and over there are the two bedrooms. The kitchen and the
bathroom are down the passage. That's the lot.
Mr. A: And I suppose this is the hall, just inside the front door.
Mr. B: Yes, it isn't very big, but who wants a big hall?
Mr. A: Will there be a balcony to each floor?
Mr. B: Yes; there'll be French windows opening on to each balcony. The
other windows will be of the ordinary type, with marble window sills and letdown shutters.
Mr. A: I don't like that sort of shutter; the cords always break.
Mr. B: Not if you use them carefully; and they are very convenient.
Mr. A: How will you like being a landlord?
Mr. B: As long as the tenants pay their rents promptly, I expect to like it all
right.
Mr. A: What'll you do if they don't pay? Kick them out?
Mr. B: I suppose I'll have to.
Mr. A: Have you got any prospective tenants?
Mr. B: Nothing definite, but I've had a few inquiries.
Mr. A: I see this is where the staircase will be.
Mr. B: The stairs will be pretty wide. I hate narrow stairs. The banisters will
be of timber and cast iron.
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Mr. A: What about the steps?
Mr. B: Oh, just stone. I can't afford marble.
Mr. A: Are you going to put in a lift?
Mr. B: Not necessary, as there are only three storeys.
Mr. A: I believe that electric wiring costs a lot these days.
Mr. B: You're right. Fortunately I don't have to buy the electric meter; the
company will put that in and charge me rent. The water company will do the
same thing.
Mr. A: What sort of view will you have?
Mr. B: I shan't be able to see much from the ground floor, but the tenants up
above will have a grand view of the Castle and the hills.
Mr. A: Well, I hope you'll be pleased with it all. Some people say, "Fools
build houses for wise folk to live in."
Mr. B: I've heard that. But I think I shall be satisfied, and it will be
something to leave my wife if anything happens to me.
Mr. A: Well, I must be off now. I'll come round when it is nearly finished.
So long.
Mr. B: So long.
Notes:
1. have something to do with = have connection with.
2. have it your own way = just as you please; if you do not wish to tell me, I
don't want to know.
3. in your shoes = in your situation, position.
4. prospective tenant = one who may become a tenant
5. if anything happens to me = a pleasant way of saying, " If I die."
6. be off = go away.
7. so long = colloquial way of saying "Good-bye."
8. Work in pairs, make similar short dialogues and act them out. Mind the
intonation.
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SUPPLYMENTARY READING
Text 1. Building Construction
The construction of the homes and buildings in which people live and
work has been a major industry ever since early human beings first made huts
of sticks, mud, or rocks. Methods of building construction have been
constantly improved since those first crude structures. Modern skyscrapers
can be built within a year or two. Prefabricated buildings, with their various
parts made in factories by assembly-line methods, can be built in a day or
two, but are rarely as durable as traditionally made buildings.
A building has two main parts, the substructure (the part below ground)
and the superstructure (the part above ground). The substructure is usually
called the foundation. It includes the basement walls, even though these may
extend above the ground.
Both the substructure and the superstructure help to support the load
(weight) of the building. The dead load of a building is the total weight of all
its parts. The live load is the weight of the furniture, equipment, stored
material, and occupants of a building. In some regions, the wind load of a
building is important if the structure is to withstand storms. The snow load
may also be an important factor. In some areas, buildings have to be
constructed to withstand earthquake shocks.
Foundations are the chief means of supporting a building. They carry
both the dead and live loads. There are three main types of foundations:
spread, pier, and pile.
Spread foundations are long slabs of reinforced concrete that extend
beyond the outer edges of the building. Such foundations are not as firm as
those based on solid rock. The footing areas in contact with the soil must be
of sufficient size to spread the load safely over the soil and to avoid excessive
or uneven settlement. Any such settlement would cause walls to crack or
doors to bind.
Pier foundations are heavy columns of concrete that go down through
the loose topsoil to a bed of firm rock. This bed may also be sand, gravel, or
firm clay. If the bed consists of firm clay, the pier is usually enlarged at the
base, to increase the bearing area.
Pile foundations are long, slender columns of steel, concrete, or wood.
Machines, called pile drivers hammer them down as deep as 60 meters to a
layer of solid soil or rock. Workers can tell when the columns reach their
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proper depth by the number of blows the pile driver needs to drive the
columns a few centimeters deeper. These columns transmit the building load
to the supporting soil. Most skyscrapers are supported by rock foundations.
Text 2. Prefabricated Construction
Prefabrication has become an important part of most types of building
construction. Prefabricated sections of a building are produced in large
quantities in a factory and then shipped to various construction sites. This
procedure may allow work to continue despite poor weather conditions and
should reduce any waste in time and material at the site. As a result, costs are
lowered and construction time decreases.
Many types of building sections can be prefabricated. For example,
entire walls may be prefabricated for a wooden-frame house. Huge wooden
arches are prefabricated for use as supports in churches, gymnasiums, and
other buildings. Concrete beams, floors, roofs, and wall panels may be
precast for many types of structures. Entire buildings may be constructed in a
factory and then transported to the desired location.
Prefabricated structures are sometimes made by a process called
modular construction, first used in Japan. Modular construction refers to the
use of a standard measurement as the basis for all building materials. The size
of the module may vary considerably from country to country. In the United
States, the basic module is 10 centimeters. All building parts are designed so
that each dimension equals this measurement. Modular parts are also used in
buildings that are not prefabricated.
Text 3. Site Improvement Methods
If the expected settlement for a proposed structure is too large, then
different foundation support or soil stabilization options must be evaluated.
One alternative is a deep foundation system that can transfer structural loads
to adequate bearing material in order to bypass a compressible soil layer.
Another option is to construct a floating foundation, which is a special type
of deep foundation where the weight of the structure is balanced by the
removal of soil and construction of an underground basement. Other
alternatives include site improvement methods, such as the following:
Soil Replacement. There are basically two types of soil replacement
methods: removal and replacement, and displacement.
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The first is the most common approach and consists of the removal of
the compressible soil layer and replacement with structural fill during the
grading operations.
Usually the remove and replace grading option is economical only if
the compressible soil layer is near the ground surface and the groundwater
table is below the compressible soil layer or the groundwater table can be
economically lowered.
Water Removal. If the site contains an underlying compressible
cohesive soil layer, the site can be surcharged with a fill layer placed at
ground surface. Vertical drains (such as wick drains or sand drains) can be
installed in the compressible soil layer to reduce the drainage path and speed
up the consolidation process. Once the compressible cohesive soil layer has
had sufficient consolidation, the fill surcharge layer is removed and the
building is constructed.
Site Strengthening. Many different methods can be used to strengthen
the onsite soil. For example, deep vibratory techniques are often used to
increase the density of loose sand deposits.
Grouting. In order to stabilize the ground, fluid grout can be injected
into the ground to fill in joints, fractures, or underground voids. For the
releveling of existing structures, one option is mudjacking, which has been
defined as a process whereby a water and soil-cement or soil-lime cement
grout is pumped beneath the slab, under pressure, to produce a lifting force
that literally floats the slab to the desired position. Another commonly used
site improvement technique is compaction grouting, which consists of
intruding a mass of very thick consistency grout into the soil, which both
displaces and compacts the loose soil. Compaction grouting has proved
successful in increasing the density of poorly compacted fill, alluvium, and
compressible or collapsible soil. The advantages of compaction grouting are
less expense and disturbance to the structure than foundation underpinning,
and it can be used to relevel the structure. The disadvantages are that
analyzing the results is difficult; it is usually ineffective near slopes or for
near-surface soils because of the lack of confining pressure, and the danger
exists of filling underground pipes with grout.
Thermal. The thermal site improvement method consists of either
heating or freezing the soil in order to improve its shear strength and reduce
its permeability.
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VOCABULARY
3D volumetric construction
3D, three-dimensional, adj.
accuracy, n.
adhesive, n.
adverse weather conditions
alloy, n.
analysis, n.
ancillary, adj.
apartment block
appliance, n.
array, n.
assembly, n.
assured quality, n.
attic floor
backfill, n.
base plate
basement, n.
bat, n.
bathtub, n.
beam, n.
bearing area
bearing capacity, n.
bed, n.
benefit, n.
blanket, n.
blower, n.
board, n.
boiler, n.
bond strength, n.
boulder, n.
braces, n. pl.
brick, n.
bucket, n.

модульное строительство
трёхмерный, объёмный,
пространственный
точность
связывающее вещество, клеящий
материал
неблагоприятные погодные условия
сплав
анализ
вспомогательный, добавочный,
подсобный
многоквартирный жилой дом, жилая
застройка
аппарат, прибор, приспособление,
устройство
сетка, решётка
сборка, монтаж
гарантия качества
чердак
обратная засыпка
опорная плита, фундаментная плита
фундамент, цоколь
теплоизоляция из стекловаты или
шерсти
ванна
балка, брус, прогон
площадь опоры
несущая способность
фундамент, основание, рама, станина,
кладка
преимущество
звуко- и теплоизолирующее полотно
вентиляторный нагнетатель,
воздуходувка
доска, картон, плита
котёл, бойлер
адгезионная прочность, прочность
сцепления
валун, булыжник, крупная галька
подкладки под основание столба
кирпич
ковш, бадья, черпак, ведро
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building envelope panel
bulky, adj.
cable, n.
cast in-situ construction
cast iron
cast, n. v.
cast, v.
casting, n.

cellular plastics
centrifugal pump
ceramics, n.
chute, n.
circuit breaker
circuit, n.
clamshell, n.
clay, n.
cleated, adj.
clod, n.
coil, n.
collect (core sample), v.
combine, v.
compaction density test
concrete beam
concrete block
concrete mixer
concrete, n.
conduction
conduit, n.

connection, n.
construct, v.
construction materials
construction process
construction time
construction, n.
containment, n.
contamination, n.
contractor, n.

панель ограждающей конструкции
громоздкий, крупногабаритный,
объёмный
кабель, проволочный канат, трос
монолитное строительство
чугун
укладка бетонной смеси, укладывать
бетон, бетонировать
разливать, отливать
изготовление (модулей, ж/б
конструкций); бетонирование
(процесс)
поропласт
центробежный насос
керамика
спуск, лоток, жёлоб, подавать
автоматический выключатель
электрическая цепь
грейфер, грейферный ковш
глина
соединительная рейка
глыба, ком
катушка, спираль, змеевик
осуществлять забор керна
совмещать, сочетать
тест определения плотности грунта
железобетонная балка
бетонный блок
бетономешалка
бетон
электропроводность
изоляционная труба,
электромонтажная труба, кабельный
канал
соединение
строить
строительные материалы
процесс строительства
срок строительства
строительство
локализация (сдерживание)
распространения загрязнения
загрязнение
подрядчик
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conveyor belt
core sample, n.
corrugated roller
corrugated steel
cost savings
counterweight, n.
course, n.
crane, n.
crawler tractor
crusher, n.
cure (mortar), v.
curtain wall
curved blade
dead load
debris, n.
decorative cladding
deep boring
demolish, v.
dent, v.
depth, n.
derrick, n.
design, n.
determine, v.
diaphragm pump
dilution, n.
dimension stone
discharge, v.
dragline, n.
drainage system
draw, v.
duct, n.
dumper, n.
dust control
early striking system
earth-moving machinery
eliminate, v.
emergency power generator
emergency procedure
enclose, v.

лента конвейера
образец керна
рифлёный вал
гофрированная сталь
снижение затрат, экономия затрат
контргруз, противовес
ряд кладки
кран
гусеничный трактор
дробилка, дробильная установка,
измельчитель
застывать, высыхать (о растворе)
ненесущая стена, перегородка
изогнутый отвал
собственный вес, постоянная
нагрузка
осколки, обломки, обрезки, лом
декоративная облицовка
глубокое бурение
разбирать, сносить
нарезать, высекать, зазубривать
глубина
мачтовый кран
проект, дизайн
определять
диафрагменный насос
разбавление, разжижение,
растворение
штучный камень
разгружать, выгружать
драглайн, скребковый экскаватор
канализационная сеть
составлять (документацию)
канал, проток, труба, трубопровод
опрокидыватель, самосвал
контроль запылённости,
пылеулавливание
система раннего распалубливания
землеройные машины
устранять
резервный генератор питания
порядок действий в аварийной
ситуации
ограждать, загораживать, защищать,
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environmental impact
erect on-site, v.
erection, n.
erosion control barriers, n. pl.
excavation, n.
exert, v.
existing structures
expanded polystyrene block
extend, v.
extension cord
extract, v.
eye protection equipment
face (forward) shovel, n.
face (of a concrete block), n.
factory conditions
factory fitted insulation
factory quality
fall protection harnesses
falsework, n.
fan coils
fast-track method of construction, n.
fiber, n.
field tests
fill, n.
fill, v.
fine grain
fine, adj.
finishes, n. pl.
fire fighting equipment
fire resistance
fire wall
fireproof, adj.
fit, v.
flake, n./v.

вмещать
воздействие на окружающую среду
возводить, монтировать на
стройплощадке
монтаж, возведение
ограждения для борьбы с эрозией
почв
экскаваторные работы, выемка
действовать (о силе)
существующие сооружения
блок несъёмной опалубки из
пенополистирола
расширять, протягивать
удлинитель
извлекать
средства защиты глаз
одноковшовый экскаватор с прямой
лопатой
сторона бетонного блока
заводские условия
встроенная в заводских условиях
изоляция
заводское качество
страховочный пояс (страховочные
ремни для высотных работ)
опалубка/леса/временная
конструкция
вентиляторный доводчик
метод скоростного комплексного
проектирования и строительства
волокно, нить, древесное волокно
полевые исследования грунтов,
инженерно-геологические изыскания
насыпной грунт, поверхностный слой
заполнять, заливать (напр. бетон)
мелкое зерно (мелкозернистый песок)
мелкозернистый
отделка, отделочный слой
противопожарное оборудование
огнестойкость
брандмауэр
огнестойкий, огнеупорный
устанавливать, встраивать
тонкий слой/отслаиваться,
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flat slab construction
flat slab, n.
floor slab, n.
floor unit, n.
flooring, n.
flying formwork system
foamed plastics
formwork, n.
foundation, n.
frame, n.
freight lift
front-end loader
furnace slag
furnace, n.
gabled, adj.
GFCI connectors (Ground Fault Circuit
Interruption)
girder, n.
glazed, adj.
grade, v.
gravel, n.
gravity, n.
ground water
gutter, n.
hammer, n.
hand cart
hardwood, n.
head protection
Health and Safety
hip roof
hoist, n.
hoisting machinery
hose, n.
humid, adj.
hybrid concrete construction
hybrid frame

шелушиться
монолитное безбалочное перекрытие
плита безбалочного перекрытия,
плоская железобетонная плита
плита перекрытия, плита настила
плита перекрытия, плита настила
настил, пол, половые доски
система инвентарной разборнопереставной опалубки
пенопласт
опалубка
фундамент
рама, станина, корпус, остов, ферма
грузовой лифт
фронтальный погрузчик
топочный шлак, печной шлак
котёл центрального парового
отопления
остроконечный (о крыше)
разъёмы УЗО (Устройства Защитного
Отключения)
балка, брус, балочная ферма
застеклённый, шлифованный
профилировать (грунт), производить
земляные работы
гравий
сила тяжести
грунтовые воды
водосточная канава, ливнесток
молот, молоток
тележка
древесина лиственных пород
средства защиты головы (каска)
охрана труда и техника безопасности
(ОТ и ТБ)
четырёхскатная крыша, шатровая
крыша
подъём, подъёмная машина, лебёдка
подъёмные машины
гибкий трубопровод, шланг, рукав
влажный
сборно-монолитное строительство,
сборно-монолитная конструкция
сборно-монолитный каркас
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hydraulic drill
hydraulic jack
identify, v.
injury, n.
innovation, n.
in-situ, adj. adv. /ɪn ˈsɪtjuː/
inspect, v.
insulating concrete formwork
insulator, n.
insurance, n.
interlock, v.
internal and external finishes, n. pl.
internal layout
jobsite, n.
joint, n.
joist, n.
laminated sandwich panel
lapped , adj.
lath, n.
laying, n.
lean-to
lintel, n.
load-bearing element
location, n.
log, n.
loop, n.
loose(-fill) insulation
lower costs, n. pl.
lumber, n.
mains, n. pl.
mansard, n.
masonry, n.
mechanical/ forced ventilation
medium grain
modern methods of construction
modular construction
module, n.
moist, adj.

гидробур
гидроцилиндр, гидравлический
домкрат
выявлять
травма
инновационная разработка
на месте работ, на стройплощадке
инспектировать, осуществлять надзор
несъёмная опалубка из
пенополистирола
диэлектрик, изолятор
страховка
соединяться, сцепляться
внутренняя и внешняя отделка
внутренняя планировка
строительная площадка
шов кладки
брус, балка, перекладина
ламинированная многослойная
панель
соединение внахлёст
доска, обрешётка, штукатурная сетка
кладка кирпича
пристройка с односкатной крышей,
навес
перемычка (окна, двери)
несущий элемент
местоположение, расположение
бревно
петля, скоба; цикл, контур
засыпная (набивная) теплоизоляция
снижение себестоимости
пиломатериал, строительный лес
водопроводные сети
мансардная крыша, мансарда
кирпичная кладка (процесс),
каменная кладка (конструкция)
искусственная вентиляция
среднее зерно (среднезернистый)
современные методы строительства
модульное строительство, модульная
конструкция
модуль
влажный
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moisture content
moisture, n.
monolithic wall
mortar, n.
mould = mold, v.
MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet)
mud, n.
natural drainage
occupier, n.
offset, v.
off-site, adj., adv.
on-site, adj., adv.
opening, n.
operational risk
ore, n.
overhead power lines
owner, n.
panel, n.
parquet, n.
partition, n.
paste, n.
pier, n.
pile, n.
pit, n.
plaster, n.
plasterboard, n.
plastic, n.
plate, n.
plug, n.
plywood, n.
pole, n.
positioning, n.
post tension of flat slabs
post, n.
potential hazard

влагосодержание
влажность
монолитная стена
раствор, строительная растворная
смесь
формовать, прессовать (в прессформах)
Паспорт по безопасной эксплуатации
материалов
грязь
естественная дренажная
(гидрографическая) сеть
арендатор/жилец
уравновешивать, измерять, смещать
за пределами стройплощадки
на месте выполнения работ, на
стройплощадке
отверстие, проем, проход
производственный риск
руда
линии электропередач, ЛЭП
собственник
панель
паркет
перегородка
паста, мастика
стойка, столб, пилон
свая
яма, выемка, котлован, разрез
штукатурка
штукатурная плита, сухая
штукатурка
пластик, пластмасса
лист, плита, пластина, жесть,
листовой металл
вилка, штекер, штепсель
клеёная фанера
столб, опора
расположение
предварительное напряжение плит (с
натяжением арматуры на бетон)
стойка (напр. дверного оклада),
подпорка, свая
потенциальная опасность
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power cable
power communications, n. pl.
power shovel
power, n.
precast concrete system
precast flat panel system
precast foundation
precast, adj.

precasting, n.

preconstruction, n.
prefabricated housing
productivity, n.
protection footwear
protection, n.
protective barriers
pulley, n. v.
pumping machines
pumping, n.
ready-mix concrete
realty, n.
reinforce, v.
reinforcement, n.
resilient, adj.
restriction, n.
retrofit, v.
rigid insulation
risk assessment
riveted, adj.
robust structure
robustness, n.
rock wool
rod, n.
round timber
rubber-tyred tractor
R-value, n.
safety plan

силовой кабель/кабель
электропитания
электрокоммуникации
землечерпалка, экскаватор
электроэнергия
технология сборного железобетона
технология сборного панельного
строительства
ленточный фундамент
сборный (о конструкции, ж/б
изделиях), сборного типа,
изготовленный на заводе
изготовление сборных
железобетонных конструкций (на
заводе)
подготовительный период
сборное строительство
производительность
защитная обувь
защита
защитные ограждения
блок, устанавливать блок
насосные машины
подача насосом, водоотлив
бетонная смесь готовая
недвижимость, недвижимое
имущество
укреплять
армирование
упругий, эластичный
ограничение
переустанавливать, модернизировать
жёсткозакреплённая изоляция
оценка рисков
склёпанный
прочная конструкция
прочность (конструкции)
шерсть минеральная
прут, стержень, брус, штанга
круглый лесоматериал
пневмоколесный трактор
мера теплосопротивления
теплоизоляционного материала
план обеспечения безопасности
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safety plan manager
safety planning
sandy soil
sanitation facilities, n. pl.
sash pulley
sash, n.
sawdust, n.
scaffold plank
scoop, n.
scraper, n.
screw, n.
secure, v.
service feed, n.
service, n.
service-intensive unit

services, n. pl.
setback, n.
sewer pipe
sewer, n.
shift, n.
shore, v.
shoring, n.
shovel, n.
silicate, n.
silt, n.
sink, n.
site, n.
skirting board
sluff, n.
slump, n.
slurry, n.
soil conditions
soil test
soil types

инженер по охране труда
разработка мероприятий по технике
безопасности
песчаный грунт, песчаная почва
санитарно-бытовые помещения
оконный блок
оконный переплёт, оконная рама
опилки
доска настила строительных лесов
ковш; совок; совковая лопата
скребок, скрепер, скреперная машина
винт, болт, шуруп
укреплять
система (источник) подачи
электроэнергии
техническое обслуживание, текущий
ремонт
блок- модуль (элемент конструкции)
с повышенными эксплуатационными
требованиями
внутренние инженерные сети,
коммуникации, инж. системы
отступ от красной линии застройки
канализационная труба
канализационный коллектор, сточная
труба
смещение (грунта)
укреплять (траншею)
крепление стен траншеи, установка
креплений
одноковшовый экскаватор,
механическая лопата
силикат
ил
осадка, обвал, просадка грунта
стройплощадка, участок застройки
плинтус
оползание грунта
оползание грунта, сползание грунта
жидкое цементное тесто
характеристика грунта
почвенный анализ, инженерногеологические исследования
типы почв
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sound insulation, n.
sound resistance, n.
span, n.
split system
sprinkler, n.
stand-pipe, n.
staple, n.
storage area
storage of flammable materials
student accommodation
submersible pump
SUP (Site Utilization Plan), n.
supply pipes
sustainable development, n.
tap, n.
tarp, n.
telecommunications, n. pl.
tent roof
thermal insulation, n.
thermal mass, n.
thermosetting, n.
thermostat, n.
thin joint masonry
three-dimensional unit
tile, n.
tilted, adj.
topsoil, n.
transformer, n.
transportation, n.
tray, n.
treatment plant
trench, n.
truck mounted hydraulic drill
tunnel form

twin-shaft batch mixer
twin-walled, expanded polystyrene
panels

звукоизоляция
звукосопротивление
пролёт, расстояние между опорами
раздельная система отопления и
вентиляции
разбрызгиватель
водонапорная труба
скоба, крюк
площадка для складирования и
хранения
хранение легковоспламеняющихся
материалов
студенческое общежитие
погружной насос
Строительный Генеральный План
подводящие трубы
устойчивое развитие
кран, вентиль, выпускное отверстие
брезент, парусина
телекоммуникации
шатровая крыша
теплоизоляция
теплоёмкость
термическая усадка
термостат
тонкошовная кладка кирпича
трёхмерный блок-модуль
черепица
наклонный
почвенный слой, дёрн
трансформатор
транспортирование, перевозка
поддон, жёлоб
очистное сооружение
траншея
гидравлическая буровая установка
(на базе автомобиля, грузовика)
тоннельная опалубка, объёмнопереставная опалубка из П-образных
секций
двухосный смеситель
периодического действия
двустороння опалубка из
пенополистирола
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unit, n.
utilise (BrE), -ize (AmE), v.
utilities, n. pl.
utility locations, n. pl.
valve, n.
vapour, n.
veneer, n.
wall tiles
wall unit, n.
wall, n.
walling, n.
wash down and refueling area
water supply system
weather-tight
weld, n.
wheelbarrow, n.
wire, n.
work area
workpoint, n.

секция/элемент конструкции
применять, использовать
инженерные сети, инженерные
коммуникации
расположение инженерных
коммуникаций
клапан
пар, пары, испарения
шпон, однослойная фанера
облицовочная плитка, кафель
стеновая панель
стена (траншеи, котлована)
возведение стен
зона помывки и заправки
система водоснабжения
непроницаемый для атмосферных
агентов
сварное соединение, сварной шов,
сварка, сваривание
тачка
проволока, провод
рабочая зона
точка (пункт) геодезической сети
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